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Abstract - In the 21
st
 century most of the economies are dependent on service sector. And the service sector is helping 

economies to grow. The human resource always play an important role in the service sector. Because the quality of 

service provided by an employee is unique. Normally we can replace an employee but we can not replace the quality of 

service provided by an employee. Organization should always focus on the human resource with organizational 

performance. In this study we have analyzed  the organization performance and expenditure incurred on human 

resource. For this we have used service sector for this study. Because human resource plays an important role in the 

service sector economy. I have used Infosys limited annual reports from the year 2011 to 2019 to analyses the 

organization performance and expenditure incurred on human resource. Because infoysis limited is leading company in 

the Indian service sector market. In this study, I found that, as the performance of the organization is increasing, the 

expenditure incurred on the employees is also increasing in the same trend which shows that the Infosys limited 

management is valuing their human resource. Because without human resource contribution an organization can not 

improve its performance by ourselves. So other organization should also value their human resource as the human 

resource is the major factor which contributes to improve the performance of the organization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In light of the historical backdrop of work and human asset 

the board, HRA proposes a vehicle for development of the 

executives just as estimation of HR. HRA can show that 

improvement in human asset the board upgrades benefits, 

and after that administrators will coordinate human capital 

ramifications in their basic leadership to an improved 

degree (Flamholtz, 2002). Human Resource Accounting is 

the way toward allocating, planning, and revealing the 

expense of HR acquired in an association, including wages 

and pay rates and preparing costs. HRA was first created by 

Sir William Petty in the year 1691. Anyway the genuine 

research in HRA started in 1960 by RensisLikert, author of 

the University Of Michigan Institute of Social Research and 

understood for his work on the board styles and the 

executives hypothesis (Likert 1961, 1967). Human asset 

bookkeeping is the movement of realizing the expense 

contributed for representatives towards their enrollment, 

preparing them, installment of pay rates and different 

advantages paid and consequently knowing their 

commitment to association towards its gainfulness. Human 

asset bookkeeping is another part of bookkeeping. It 

depends on the conventional idea that all consumption of 

human capital arrangement is treated as a charge against the 

income of the period as it doesn't make any physical 

resource. In any case, presently multi day this idea has 

changed and the expense caused on any advantage (as HR) 

ought to be promoted as it yields benefits quantifiable in 

financial terms. It appears that so as to accomplish 

objectives, for example, monetary and human incentive in 

money related reports, thinking about an association's 

interest in HR, human asset the board, expanding 

effectiveness and making open doors for assessing staff 

arrangements, evaluation of HR of an association as far as 

safeguarding, investigation and advancement, 

distinguishing non-operational and efficiency additions 

coming about because of interest in humanresources and 

figuring the worth that HR makes in other budgetary and 

physical assets in an association, HR bookkeeping ought to 

have quantitative and commonsense measurements 

(Dawson,1994). It is the estimation of the expense and 

estimation of individuals to associations. It includes 

estimating expenses brought about by private firms and 

open parts to enlist, select, contract, train and create 

workers and judge their financial incentive to the 

association. HRA is the craft of esteeming, recording and 

showing efficiently crafted by HR in the books of records 

of an association. As indicated by - Eric Flamholtz "Human 

asset bookkeeping is the estimation of the expense and 

estimation of the general population for the association". It 

pursues the customary idea that all consumption on human 

capital development is taken as a charge against the income 
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of the period as it doesn't make any physical resource. 

Current view is that cost caused on any advantage as HR 

should be promoted as it gives benefits quantifiable in 

money related terms. Estimation of expense and estimation 

of the general population to associations is profoundly 

significant, costs caused in enrollment, choice; enlisting, 

preparing and improvement of workers alongside their 

financial qualities are particularly important for human 

asset bookkeeping (Islam et al. 2013).  

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Different articles identified with human asset bookkeeping 

and authoritative execution are inspected to discover 

relations among HRA and hierarchical execution: In the 

investigation of Akindehinde, Enyi and Olutokunbo (2015) 

have uncovered that human resource bookkeeping 

fundamentally influences association execution as upheld 

by the different exact discoveries, the examination 

presumed that the present bookkeeping routine with regards 

to expensing each use on human resource does not present 

the genuine and reasonable perspective on associations 

monetary record. It additionally prompts modest 

representation of the truth of the associations' benefit which 

accordingly has negative impact on income per share, 

investor's assets, advertise worth and profit for resource. 

Another investigation of Enyi and Akindehinde (2014) the 

consequence of the measurable examination which 

uncovered that human resource altogether influences the 

executives choices as bolstered by different exact 

discoveries and applicable writings which additionally 

considered representatives as significant resource basic to 

the survival of associations inside the focused monetary 

condition, there is requirement for this advantages for be 

esteemed and promoted like other elusive resources, similar 

to altruism that are caught on associations accounting 

reports or articulation of money related position. In the 

article of Islam, Kamruzzaman and Redwanuzzaman (2013) 

have discovered that according to bookkeeping measures 

revelation of human asset bookkeeping data pursues 

verifiable cost way to deal with human resource valuation 

yet this neglects to demonstrate current expense. This is the 

reason financial worth methodology is progressively 

pertinent. Still evident expense of capital for limiting the 

net money streams identified with human resources is 

likewise hard to discover. Thus substitution cost valuation 

strategy and non money related social methodology may be 

reasonable for their valuation of HR in an association. 

Human asset bookkeeping framework helps the 

administration in taking different choices for accomplishing 

their hierarchical objectives by exact estimation of the HR. 

Administrative basic leadership identified with the human 

asset as far as both quantitative and subjective appraisal of 

adequacy and viability can be accomplished through the 

execution of human asset bookkeeping framework. Along 

these lines the examination uncovers that HRA framework 

helps in faculty choice procedure, enlistment, gauge cost 

and spending plan for the securing and improvement of HR 

and furthermore helps in use of human asset successfully by 

giving better reward organization and it is significant in the 

assessment procedure by creating dependable techniques 

for estimating the estimation of representatives to an 

association Dhanabhakyam and Mufliha (2016). In the 

article of Hossain, Akhter and Sadia (2014) have 

expounded that the volume of speculations on HR typically 

made by corporate substances and the effect of such 

ventures on the efficiency level of the people legitimize 

their treatment and acknowledgment as resources rather 

thanexpenses. Furthermore, the contentions against the idea 

of HRA and its application are issues that can be tackled 

essentially. At the point when HR are evaluated and 

detailed as resources to be determined sheet of corporate 

elements, the various clients of the reports will be granted 

with increasingly subjective and quantitative data, which 

will support their basic leadership capacities. Surarchith, 

Vaddadi, and Cura (2017) their article goes for finding out 

the connection between human asset bookkeeping and 

execution of firm. As per discoveries of current 

examination, cover cost and preparing and advancement 

cost were emphatically corresponded with company's 

presentation, yet wellbeing and security cost was modestly 

related with association's exhibition. The examination 

encourages the banks to Sunil Kumar and Priyanka 

Awasthi: Human Resource Accounting and Organizational 

Performance 23 recognize the significance of speculation 

on human capital. The examination causes the banks to 

recognize the significance of venture on human capital 

towards accomplishing more elevated amounts of human 

efficiency. Pandurangarao, Basha and Rajasekhar (2013) 

have investigated that Human assets give off an impression 

of being imperative to Indian associations, most 

associations don't esteem their HR and plans to execute 

valuation of HR are at an in all respects beginning time. 

Regardless of the enthusiasm for valuation there will be 

nearly nothing or moderate advancement in the territory 

throughout the following five to ten years. So as to indicate 

more noteworthy advancement, all the more should be done 

at both the hypothetical and handy level. Cherian and 

Farouq (2013), in their investigation have discovered that 

creating HRA was confused since it requires the 

association's collaboration to go about as research locales 

for the purposed examination. Consequently, just couple of 

significant investigations were directed in this field. What's 

more, this exploration includes the HRA execution in 

associations, and henceforth the expense of activity is high. 

The advantages of HRA usage to the supporting firm and 

furthermore to the field are not sure. This examination 

incorporates the adaption procedure of HRA innovation and 

can be stretched out to assess the various kinds of licensed 

innovation. The HRA execution improves administrative 

choices like cutbacks, better execution assessment 

proportions of the firm and furthermore goes about as a 

guide during purchasing, selling and merger exchanges. 
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Micah, Ofurum and Ihendinihu (2012), their investigation 

proposes that a reverse relationship exists between the 

exhibition measurements (ROA) of a firm and its degree of 

human asset bookkeeping Disclosure. This isn't amazing in 

light of the fact that, arrival on resources (ROA) shows an 

organization's general benefit. At the point when 

speculations on human capital improvement are expensed, 

the outcome will be that the two resources and profit will be 

downplayed. This will persuade organizations with a low 

degree of income to give significant data to financial 

specialists and partners in regards to interest in human 

capital not pondered the asset report. Ezeagba (2014), his 

paper has endeavored to expedite the perspectives on 

various specialists the idea of human asset bookkeeping 

into center and the practicability of this idea, examine the 

destinations of human asset bookkeeping, distinctive 

valuation strategies from different writing underscoring the 

need to indicate human resource in a critical position sheet 

lastly sharpening proficient bookkeepers to an inside and 

out take a gander at the monetary record and for expert 

bodies to raise Accounting Standards to back up sufficient 

treatment of human resources to be decided sheet. 

Tomassini (1977), in his investigation uncovered that next 

to no proof is accessible with respect to the effect of HRA 

information on administrative choices. Maybe the most 

noteworthy requirement for future conduct HRA research is 

the accumulation of insightful proof of basic leadership in 

real HRA frameworks. Saremi and Naghshbandi (2012) in 

their paper have investigated the present writing on human 

capital and its effect on representative's presentation. The 

conceptualization of human capitals is firmly connected to 

certain essentials of financial matters and representatives 

execution. The writing surveys demonstrate that there are 

sensibly solid confirmations to demonstrate that the 

imbuement of 'human capital upgrade' in workers advances 

inventiveness and more prominent representatives' 

exhibition. There is no uncertainty that the administration 

of associations ought to be not kidding about HR and 

expanding their presentation which will influence on 

profitability and proficiency. Kenneth and Sinclair (1991) 

Eze and Chiamaka (2016), Srivastava (2014), Ifurueze, 

Odesa and Ifurueze (2014), Edom, Inah and Adanma 

(2014) in their examinations have discovered that human 

asset bookkeeping is decidedly connected with execution of 

association. Measure of expense caused on advancement of 

HR has consistently helped in accomplishing authoritative 

targets. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To analyse the relation between organization revenue and 

expenditure on human resource, we have collected data 

about revenue and expenditure on human resource from the 

annual reports. In service sector employees paly a important 

role in performance of the organization. So for this study 

we have seletcted service sector as our population. And in 

india the infoysis ltd is the leading company in service 

sector, so we have seleted infoysis ltd for our study.  We 

have collected data from infoysis annual reports and with 

the help of excel sheets we have drawn graphs and tables. 

Result and Analysis 

To check the relation between organizational performance 

and human resource, I have collected data from the year 

2011 to 2019 from annual reports of Infosys limited. From 

the annual reports, I have collected data about the revenue 

from operation and expenditure on human resource. Which 

is shown in table below. 

Years Revenue from 

operations (in Rs. 

Crore) 

Employee Benefit 

Expenses (in Rs. 

Crore) 

2011 27501 14856 

2012 33734 18340 

2013 40352 22565 

2014 50133 28831 

2015 53319 29802 

2016 62441 34418 

2017 68484 37659 

2018 70522 38893 

2019 82675 45315 

Table No.1.- Revenue from operation and employee benefit 

expenditure(source: INFOYSIS LTD. Annual reports) 

The above table is showing revenue from the operations of 

Infosys limited from the year 2011 to 2019. And the 

another column is showing the employee benefit 

expenditures incurred by Infosys limited from the year 

2011 to 2019. The employee benefit expenditure includes 

salary, bonus, shareholding etc all expenditures incurred by 

the Infosys limited on its employees. And here employees 

includes key managerial personnel, director, independent 

director, executive director, non executive directors, 

executive employees and all other employees. 

With the help of Microsoft excel software we have analyzed the data and drawn the following graph. 
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Graph No.1 – Trend of revenue from operation and employee benefit expenditure. 

The above graph is showing increasing trend in the revenue 

from operations by Infosys limited from the year 2011 to 

2019. And at the same time the graph is also showing the 

same trend for employee benefit expenses incurred by 

Infosys limited on its employees. In the year 2014 reveue 

from operations is increasing trend at the decreasing rate. 

And the employees benefit expenses incurred in the year 

2014 is also showing increasing trend at the decreasing rate 

in the year both are showing increasing trend at increasing 

rate. And again in the year 2017 both graphs are showing 

increasing trend at decreasing rate. And again in the year 

2018 both the graphs are showing increasing trend at 

increasing rate. So there is correlation between the reveue 

from operations and expenditure incurred on employee. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As we know there is booming in the service sector 

economies. And the employee plays an important role in 

service sector organizations. In this study we  have 

analyzed the performance of the organization and 

expenditure incurred in employees benefits. For that, I have 

collected data for Infosys limited. Because Infosys limited 

is the leading company in Indian service sector. So for this 

study we have selected service sector as our population. 

And in India the Infosys ltd is the leading company in 

service sector, so we have sleeted Infosys ltd for our study.  

We have collected data from Infosys annual reports and 

with the help of excel sheets we have drawn graphs and 

tables. In the year 2014 revenue from operations is 

increasing trend at the decreasing rate. And the employees 

benefit expenses incurred in the year 2014 is also showing 

increasing trend at the decreasing rate in the year both are 

showing increasing trend at increasing rate. And again in 

the year 2017 both graphs are showing increasing trend at 

decreasing rate. And again in the year 2018 both the graphs 

are showing increasing trend at increasing rate. So there is 

correlation between the revenue from operations and 

expenditure incurred on employee. On the basis of above 

data we can say that as organization performance increases, 

expenditure incurred on employees is also increasing. The 

above data is showing a positive relation between 

organization performance and employee expenditure. So 

other organization should also value their employees 

because without employees contribution organization 

performance can be increased. 
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